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Abstract
The role of C4-alcohols (n-butanol, 2-butanol and tert-butanol) in four component
microemulsions is studied using neutron scattering. These microemulsions are
dispersions of nanoscale droplets consisting of a core of water surrounded by a
surfactant-stabilized shell. The particles are suspended in an oil (octane) continuum. The
addition of a co-surfactant, such as a short-chain alcohol, modifies the droplet size and
structure, as well as the rigidity of the surrounding shell. In this work, we investigate
water-in-oil microemulsions employing small-angle neutron scattering (SANS)
experiments performed at the NIST Center for Neutron Research. Using this technique,
it is possible to probe structure on the nanometer scale and extract information rele\ant to
the structure of our system. The SANS data is analyzed with a model sensitive to the
overall shape, size, polydispersity, and the internal structure of the dispersed droplets. In
addition, the model also incorporates corrections for droplet shape fluctuations and
smearing resolution associated with the SANS instrument. This work focuses primarily
on the effect of the tert-butanol structural isomer on the microemulsion system.
However, data from the n-butanol and 2-butanol cases is included as well for purposes of
comparison with other research groups. For all C4 isomers examined, when increasing
the alcohol content, the size of the droplets decreases, whereas the polydispersity and
shape fluctuations of the droplets increase.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
In the world of complex fluids, one of the subject areas that attracts much
attention from scientists is that ofmicroemulsions. These systems are relevant in many
practical applications including enhanced oil recovery, pharmaceuticals (storage and drug
delivery), cosmetics, and food processing. They are also relevant from a fundamental
standpoint for studying thermodynamics interactions, self-assembly phenomena, and
phase transitions.
The overall aim of this thesis is to investigate how the presence of certain short-
chain alcohols, or co-surfactants, affects the structure of a model microemulsion system.
The technique used for the study is that of small-angle neutron scattering, or SANS.
Before stating in more details the specific goals of this research, we begin by presenting
some necessary background on microemulsion systems, followed by some fundamentals
for understanding the SANS technique.
The alcohols used in this research are 1-butanol, 2-butanol, and 2-methy-2-
propanol, however, all along this work they might be referred ad n-butanol, 2-butanol and
t-butanol.
1.1 Microemulsions
"Microemulsions are thermodynamically stable mixtures of oil and water"[l].
This stability is due to the presence of a surfactant that makes possible the balance
between interfacial free energy and the entropy ofmixing. This equilibrium can be easily
altered by changes in temperature, salinity, co-solvent, co-surfactant or composition of
the microemulsion.
Probably the most central component when talking about microemulsion is the
surfactant. The surfactant, or surface-active agent, is responsible for lowering the
interfacial tension between the hydrocarbon and the aqueous components [1]. A
surfactant can be subdivided into two parts, a hydrophilic (or water-seeking) head and a
hydrophobic (or water-avoiding) tail. In this project, we consider an ionic surfactant with
two hydrophobic chains, namely AOT (sodium di-2-ethylhexylsulfosuccinate), having
the molecular structure shown in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: The AOT molecule.
To the naked eye, the microemulsion appears as a transparent liquid, however,
with the aid of various techniques, one finds that the dispersion has a structure on the
nanoscale. The microemulsion can adopt various configurations from that ofwater-in-oil
or oil-in-water droplets (spherical, elliptical, vesicular, etc.) to bicontinuous structures
[1]. Figure 1.2 illustrates a water-in-oil spherical microemulsion droplet.
Solvent
Oil
Co-surfactant
Surfactant
AOT (sodium di-2
ethylhexylsulfosuccinate)
Water core
h 5-200 nm
Figure 1.2: Representation of a spherical water-in-oil microemulsion droplet [2].
Typically, the types of phase structures, as well as the number of phases present, as
function of composition (at a particular temperature and pressure) are specified on a
phase diagram. Figure 1.3 is the ternary phase diagram of a three-component
microemulsion at room temperature and pressure. [3].
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Figure 1.3: Ternary AOT/H20/Decane phase diagram at 23C (from Ref. [3]).
It has previously been determined [4] that the mean core radius R{ of a spherical
microemulsion droplet in the three-component AOT-water-oil system is governed by the
relationship
1
R'A(P)
f^w_w+^A (1.1)
/3{p) = l +
2p2
(1.2)
where vw is the specific volume of a water molecule, vH is the average volume occupied
by a single surfactant head group, andaH is the average surface area subtended on the
droplet surface per surfactant head group (=62.5
A2
near room temperature) [4]. W
stands for the molar ratio between the water and surfactant components and p is the
polydispersity index characterizing the size-distribution of the droplet core radii.
Equation 1.2 assumes a Schultz polydispersity distribution (see Section SANS
Modeling).
From Eq. 1.1, one sees that there is a linear relationship between the core size and
the molar ratio W. It also indicates that the core radius remains unaltered as the volume
fraction of droplets in the microemulsion is changed by dilution with the oil component.
Furthermore, it has been found that the droplet structure is maintained even up to very
high volume fractions, i.e., in the neighborhood of 70%.
We now consider the effect of adding a fourth component, i.e., a co-surfactant, to
the AOT system. Using both SANS and neutron spin-echo spectroscopy, Farago et. al.
[5] studied the effect of adding a particular co-surfactant, n-butanol, on the shape and size
fluctuations of the microemulsion droplets in this system. Their work represents the
starting point for this thesis work, even though there are several differences between the
two studies.
Farago et. al. only investigated the effect of n-butanol, i.e., a single isomer of the
four-carbon (C4) alcohol. They did so in a manner that attempted to maintain the droplet
size as different quantities of alcohol were added. It was found that the molar ratio W
needed to be varied to approximately maintain the droplet size. In our work, we
examined the effect of increasing alcohol content for various isomers of Cralcohols on
the structure of the microemulsion, at a fixed value W. We considered the three isomers
n-butanol, 2-butanol and tert-butanol (see Fig. 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6). No attempt was made to
maintain the droplet size. The volume fraction was fixed at 6% both in our study and that
ofFarago et. al.
Figure 1.4: n-butanol (C4Hi0O) chemical structure. (The gray, blue, and red balls represent carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen molecules, respectively.)
Figure 1.5: 2-butanol (C4H|0O) chemical structure.
Figure 1.6: tert-butanol (C4Hi0O) chemical structure.
It was anticipated that a droplet nano-structure would be associated with each
isomer in light of previous cloud point measurements on this systems, as shown in Fig.
1 .7. One sees that the point at which phase separation occurs depends on the structure of
the alcohol. This implies that perhaps droplet-droplet interactions depend on the isomer's
structure, which, in turn, depend on the structure of the individual droplets.
70 ,
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Figure 1.7: Cloud point curves for four-component microemulsions with molar ratios of [H20]/[AOT]
27.5 and [alcohol]/[AOT] = 1. [6]
The specific goal of this research is to try to answer the following questions about
microemulsion structure upon adding different isomers and concentrations of C4-
alcohols:
> Do we still have droplets over the entire single-phase region of the phase diagram
in the presence of an alcohol at various concentrations?
> What is the effect of an alcohol on size and shape of the microemulsion droplets?
> What effect does the presence of various C4-alcohols have on the droplet
rigidity?
1.2 Small-Angle Neutron Scattering
Since about 1970 small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) has played an important
role in the characterization of all kinds of materials such as polymers, copolymers,
micelles, microemulsions, metals and biological systems. With a neutron flux of about
108
(neutrons/sec/m2), a de Broglie wavelength range of X = 0.5 to 2nm, and scattering
angles between #~ 0.1 and 10, it is possible to examine structures within the nanoscale
size range (0.5 to lOOOnm) [7]. SANS instruments have the ability to handle samples in
all types of conditions including solid, liquid, gas, gels, melts, etc.
Figure 1.8 displays different techniques available for microstructure
measurements. As shown, each technique is applicable to a particular range of sizes.
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Figure 1.8: Length scales that can be probed using various scattering and microscopy techniques. [8]
SANS experiments have the appropriate spatial resolution for the types of systems we are
interested in when studying microemulsions. Moreover, while techniques like small-
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) have the same spatial resolution, SANS offers a distinct
advantage as will be explained shortly.
In a SANS experiment the incident neutron beam can be thought as a quantum-
mechanical plane wave. This wave interacts with the atomic nuclei in the sample,
producing spherical waves that interfere at the detector, as shown in Fig. 1.9.
k
Incident wave Scattered wave
Figure 1.9: Schematic of a basic scattering experiment, such as SANS, k and
&'
are the incident and
scattered wave vectors, and 8 is the scattering angle.
hk and hk' are the incident and the scattered momentum vectors, respectively. Due to
the fact that these experiments consider quasielastic interactions, where the neutrons
change their direction, but their speed change is insignificant, the magnitudes of the wave
vectors k and A: 'are essentially equal. In the SANS experiment, by detecting neutrons
scattered into different angle 6, one is actually measuring scattering intensity as function
of the momentum transfer hQ = hk-hk' as illustrated in Fig. 1.10.
Q = k-k'
Q = 2&sin
^
v^y
Figure 1.10: The wave-vector transfer,Q . k' for quasielastic scattering.
As shown in the figure, when k ~ k' , we have
Q-2k sin
^
v^y
(1.3)
where k =2tz/X is the wavenumber.
The intensity of the scattered neutron beam, I(Q), includes both coherent and
incoherent scattering contributions according to
i{Q)=icoh(Q)+i,c (1-4)
where
and
icoM=jblhs(Q)
i
ine xr ine
(1.5)
(1.6)
JV is the number of nuclei in the sample of volume V. S(Q), called the static structure
factor, is defined as
s{Q)=-{T^Q\R,-R3 (1.7)
10
R, is the position of the
Ith
nucleus. The static structure factor involves all the structural
information about the atoms in the sample. For this reason, all the effort in a SANS
experiment is focused on extracting the coherent contribution to the scattering signal.
The incoherent contribution is angle-independent and only represents a constant
background that needs to be subtracted from the measured signal.
The scattering length, b, is a parameter that is proportional to the strength of
scattering from a particular nucleus. Specifically, bcon is the scattering length averaged
over the coupled neutron-nucleus spin states [9], i.e.,
bc0h={b)spin (1.8)
On the other hand, binc is the rms spread of scattering lengths associated with droplet spin
states about the average, i.e.,
In other words, (b) and (b2) depend then on the weightings of the relative orientation of
spins between the incident neutron and the target nucleus. For example, in the case of
H1
with spin Vi, the neutron and proton spins can be parallel (leading to b+) or antiparallel
(leading to b-). For parallel spins, the net neutron-target spin is s = 1, which has three
possible associated spin states. On the other hand, for antiparallel spins, the net spin is s =
0, and there is only one spin state. Consequently, this produces
(b) =lh+-b (1.10)\ I spin 4 + 4 " v
lbA =lb2++-b2(1.11)\ I spin 4 + 4
~ V '
The relevant scattering lengths are given in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Scattering length values for hydrogen and deuterium nuclei.
b+(10",zcm) b.(10-"cm)
bcoh(10'"
cm) binc(10-,i!cni)
H1 1.08 -4.74 -0.38 2.51
Dz 0.95 0.10 0.67 0.39
One can define the scattering-length density (p), or scattering length per unit
volume, a parameter that depends on the scattering length of the individual nuclei and the
density of space. For a region containing molecules of molecular weight MW and mass
density d, we have
p = -> brH
MW *f c' (1.12)
where bci represents the coherent scattering length of the
ih
atom of the molecule, and NA
stands for Avogrado's number.
Table 1 .2 shows a list of the physical properties and the calculated scattering
length densities for some of the molecules we have needed to consider. The reason for
including deuterated (i.e., molecules where deuterium replaces hydrogen) is described
below.
Table 1.2: Physical properties ofvarious molecules of interest for microemulsions. MW is the molecular
weight, d is the bulk density, and p is the scattering-length density.
Molecule d [g/ml] MW [g/mol] px\0-6[k2]
H20 0.997 18.02 -0.56
D20 1.107 20.03 6.36
AOT 1.127 444.57 0.63
octane C8H,8 0.702 114.23 -1.42
d-octane C8D,8 0.815 132.38 6.42
n-butanol C4H10O 0.810 74.12 -0.33
2-butanol C4H,0O 0.808 74.12 -0.33
t-butanol C4H,0O 0.775 74.12 -0.33
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The versatility of SANS experiments is fundamentally due to the ability to
highlight selected regions of the system by varying scattering contrast. This is possible
by partial or total deuteration of one or more components of the sample. In this work, we
chose to deuterate the water (sphere core) component, as well as the oil (solvent)
component. Figures 1.11 and 1.12 show the effect of this deuteration on the contrast of
the core-shell microemulsion droplets.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.11: (a) With no deuterated components, there is no scattering contrast between the shell region
and that of the oil and water regions in a microemulsion (i.e., the droplet seems invisible), (b) By
deuterating the water and oil components, the droplet shell is highlighted, leading to a significant scattering
contrast.
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Figure 1.12: Typical variation of scattering-length densities for the three regions of a microemulsion.
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As one can see, our deuteration scheme highlights the shell region of the droplet.
There are neutron scattering facilities in different parts of the world having
different types of sources and instrumentation [10]. The U.S has eight centers for neutron
research, as listed below:
> High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee
> Intense Pulsed Neutron Source (IPNS), Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois
> Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), NewMexico
> MIT Nuclear Reactor Laboratory, Massachusetts
> NIST Center for Neutron Research, Gaithersburg, Maryland
> University ofMissouri Research Reactor, Columbia, Missouri
> University of Illinois Triga Reactor, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois
Beginning in 2006, a new premier world-class facility, the Spallation Neutron Source, or
SNS, will begin operation in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
14
Chapter 2. EXPERIMENT
2.1 Sample Preparation
The samples examined in the SANS experiments were three and four component
microemulsions. The microemulsions were prepared one week before performing the
experiments at the NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR). In order to describe the
details about the preparation of these samples it is necessary to define and discuss the
various parameters used to specify the composition of the microemulsion samples.
Three component microemulsions are systems that contain water, surfactant and
oil, in this case deuterated water (D2O), AOT (sodium di-2-ethylhexylsulfosuccinate),
and deuterated octane (CsDig). hi the case of the four component microemulsions, the
only additional component is the co-surfactant, namely, a C4-alcohol. Several parameters
were used to characterize the microemulsion compositions (described below). For
comparison purposes only the alcohol content and type were varied during the
experiments, with other composition parameters held fixed.
The first parameter to define is the volume fraction or </>, which represents the
ratio between the volume of all the components in the microemulsion droplets (D2O,
surfactant and co-surfactant) and the total volume of the sample. In the case of three
component microemulsions, the volume of alcohol in the sample is zero. VD2o, Vaot,
VAlcohol and Voii stand for the volume of each component in the system, hence:
A_
' D20
~
' AOT
~
' Alcohol (2 \}
' DIO + 'AOT
"*"
' Alcohol + ' oil
This expression assumes that the D2O, AOT and the alcohol are located within the
droplets. This assumption is based on unpublished works [A. Langner] from headspace
gas chromatography and supported by NMR and fluorescence measurements.
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A second parameter W is the molar ratio between D2O and surfactant:
[D70]W=^^A. (2.2)
[AOT]
The last parameter a is the molar ratio between the alcohol co-surfactant and the
surfactant.
[Alcohol]
a = - (2.3)
[AOT]
A butanol isomer, namely n-butanol, 2-butanol or tert-butanol, was chosen as the
co-surfactant.
The microemulsions used in this work are all at fixed 0and W, specifically
0=0.06, W=20, with various values of a between 0 (no-alcohol) and 30. Using the
physical properties of the different components, such as bulk density and molecular
weight (MW), the quantity of each component in a sample is calculated according to:
mDi0=a-mA0T (2.4)
mAlcohol =bmAOT (2-5)
moi, = C ' mAOT (2-6)
where
MWDO
a = W 2_; (2.7)
MWA0T
MW
b = Alcohol (2g)
MWA0T
f
a 1
^
+ MV,Oil
c =
\dpfi Jaotj (29)
16
mAOT f
a b c 1
+ + + -
^ ">20 "Alcohol dou dAQT j
(2.10)
In these equations the symbols mra, MW^, and d^x stands for mass, molecular
weight, and density of each one of the components of the microemulsion. These
equations basically depend on the total volume of the sample (Vsam=\m\) needed as well
as the parameters (p, W and a. Once these values are calculated, they are converted into
the most appropriated measuring unit for each component. Table 1 .2 has all the physical
properties of the microemulsion components necessary in the previous equations.
Table 2.1: Quantities of the various components needed to prepare 1ml of total sample volume, oris the
molar ratio [alcohol]/[AOT].
<x=0 a=1 a = 7.5 a=15 a = 30
n-butanol or
2-butanol
AOT [g] 0.0353 0.0315 0.0185 0.0125 0.0076
Oil [ml] 0.9400 0.9400 0.9400 0.9400 0.9400
D20 [ml] 0.0287 0.0256 0.0151 0.0102 0.0062
Alcohol [ml] 0.0000 0.0065 0.0286 0.0387 0.0471
tert-butanol
AOT [g] 0.0353 0.0313 0.0181 0.0122 0.0074
Oil [ml] 0.9400 0.9400 0.9400 0.9400 0.9400
D20 [ml] 0.0287 0.0255 0.0147 0.0099 0.0060
Alcohol [ml] 0.0000 0.0067 0.0292 0.0393 0.0475
Table 2.1 condense all the quantities of each component for the preparation of
lml of sample at W-2t) and 0=0.06 for the different alcohol content. Due to the fact that
the bulk densities for n-butanol and 2-butanol are almost identical, these two alcohols
share the same quantity of each component in the samples.
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During the preparation of the samples, two major problems were faced. First of
all, some of the samples were observed to be cloudy just after adding the alcohols. This
was surprising in light ofprevious measurements of cloud points for microemulsions with
similar values of W and 0 [6]. After considering possible causes, it was hypothesized that
the presence ofwater in the alcohols was responsible for this effect, hence altering the W-
value of our samples. Calcium chloride was added in order to eliminate any water
impurities from the alcohols before the preparation of the samples. Once the alcohols
were treated with calcium we were able to solve the problem on the samples that looked
cloudy in the first place. However, this time the presence of calcium affected the stability
of the samples that were clear originally. Because this situation was presented two days
before the SANS experiments there was no time for ordering new bottles of alcohol to
eliminate the water impurities issue. Table 2.2 shows the samples that after all this
process had calcium and the ones without it. Using EDTA Titration it was calculated that
the amount of calcium presented in the alcohols used for the samples (6.64ppm for tert-
butanol, 39.9ppm for 2-butanol, and 22.5ppm for n-butanol). Based on these results it is
possible to assume that the presence of calcium on some of the samples is not significant
for extra considerations.
Table 2.2: Classification of the samples based on calcium content.
Samples with calcium Samples without calcium
n-butanol a=30 n-butanol a=l, 7.5, 15
2-butanol oc=30 2-butanol a=7.5, 15
tert-butanol (all the samples) tert-butanol (none of the samples)
The second problem was the difficulty in manipulating very small volumes of
water and alcohol within an acceptable precision. For this reason, instead of preparing
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each sample separately, we decided to prepare a stock microemulsion solution with the
total volume necessary for all the samples at the highest concentration of AOT and
deuterated water. In this way, we reduced some sources of errors during the preparation
of the samples. This stock solution was about 5 ml of three-component microemulsion
(a =0). It was now only necessary to dilute this original solution into the specific
concentrations for the various samples, and then add the alcohol to obtain the respective
four-component microemulsions. A SARTORIUS BP211D microbalance with a
readability of 0.01/0.1 mg was used to measure the mass ofAOT to be dissolved in the
solvent. The volumes of D2O and oil were measured using a 1 ml and 5 ml pipette,
respectively.
Once we calculated and measured the total amount of AOT, D20 and oil
necessary to prepare the stock solution, the preparation proceeded as follow: We
dissolved the AOT in the deuterated octane, allowing the AOT to form reverse micelles.
This was followed by adding the D2O, shaking and waiting for about 2 hours to let the
D2O be absorbed into the micelle core forming microemulsion droplets.
At this point the stock solution was separated in 1ml vials where specific amounts
of solvent were added to dilute the solution to the desired volume fraction and specific
amounts of alcohol were added to obtain the desired elf's. Upon addition of the alcohol,
we again faced the problem ofmeasuring small volumes of liquids. This required using
an HPLC Hamilton micro-syringe with a capacity of 100 ul. After the preparation, the
caps of the vials were sealed with Teflon.
There were three additional samples prepared at NIST by mixing proportions of
the original samples. These samples were a- 0.4, 1.8 and 4.2 with t-butanol and d-
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octane as solvent. These new samples were prepared by combining specific masses of
the original samples, as shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Mass proportions for the preparation of the additional samples.
Original samples Product sample
0.2408g=l 0.3145ga = 0 a=0.4
0.0806ga=7.5 0.3843ga=l =1.8
0.2808g=7.5 0.2322ga=1.8 a=4.2
It is important to confirm at this point that even though these latter samples were
prepared in a different manner, the final result was the same. In other words when we
calculated the composition of the samples prepared at NIST with the compositions of the
samples using the original method, we did not find any discrepancy in the amount of each
component per volume.
Table 2.4: Composition of the additional samples prepared while at NIST.
a =0.4 a=1.8 a = 4.2
tert-butanol
AOT [g] 0.0336 0.0288 0.0231
Oil [ml] 0.9400 0.9400 0.9400
D20 [ml] 0.0274 0.0234 0.0188
Alcohol [ml] 0.0029 0.0111 0.0208
2.2 SANS Measurements
The experiments were performed at the NIST Center for Neutron Research
(NCNR) in Gaithersburg, Maryland. Fig. 2.1 shows a layout of the various instruments
there. The neutrons are generated at the nuclear reactor. Fig. 2.2 shows a detailed
schematic of the NG-3 SANS instrument. There are about 15m from the neutron velocity
selector to the sample. The detector is a 650 mm x 650 mm 3He position-sensitive
proportional counter that can be moved from lm (for collecting at large angles) to 13m
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(for collecting at small angles) from the sample. In this way, it is possible to collect data
within a Q range from 0.015 to 6nm"', which makes it ideal for structural studies of
materials with characteristics sizes between about 0.6 to 600nm.
SANS
Figure 2.1: Layout of the various neutron scattering instruments at the NIST Center for Neutron Research.
NG(neutron guide)-3 SANS was the instruments used in this work and the NSE (neutron spin-echo)
spectrometer was the instrument used for the experiments detailed in Appendix C.[l 1]
30 METER SANS INSTRUMENT
FPE-5AHFLE FLOHf PATH
16 H 1
POST-SWLE FUOff PATH
-13 H 1
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the NG-3 SANS instrument. [7]
The sample cells used have a 1mm sample path length and a capacity of 0.5ml.
They were cleaned using water and soap to eliminate any impurities, then rinsed with
distilled water, methanol, isopropanol and dried with N2. A picture of a sample cell and
all its parts is presented in Fig. 2.3. Ten of these sample cells were loaded into the
automatic sample chamber held at 23C.
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e$
1.375"
Figure 2.3: Components of the sample cell used for the NG-3 SANS instrument. [12]
The data collection is computer controlled, but it is necessary to setup the
scattering experiment for each sample. It took approximately 1.5 hours to run each
sample. This is a relatively short time considering that for each sample it is necessary to
collect a transmission and a scattering file at each detector distance (1 and 13m).
In addition to the data collected from the samples, it was also necessary to include
the scattering data from pure solvent, an empty sample cell, and a blocked beam. These
three measurements are necessary in order to correct the raw data sets (see next section)
to obtain absolute cross section.
2.3 SANS Data Reduction
After the SANS data is collected, it has to be prepared for modeling. This
preparation phase includes all the corrections required to guarantee that the data is on an
absolute cross-section scale and that the solvent scattering has been subtracted.
First of all, it is necessary to splice the data from the two detector distances (lm
and 13m) into a single file spanning the entire Q-range (0.004 to 0.4 A0"1) measured.
Then, it is necessary to subtracted all kind ofbackground.
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Software is available at NIST to reduce the data based on information from the
conditions of the experiment. These corrections are made using the files corresponding
to scattering and transmission data collected for each sample at each detector distance, as
well as similar files for the blocked beam and the empty sample cell.
The blocked beam and empty sample cell contribution is subtracted from
collected data according to [13]:
(t \
*\ =Vsam ~ *bkg)~ ~~Z, Vemp~*bkg) (2-11)
V ^ EMP J
This equation generates the first correction for the scattering intensity, //. Isam, Ibkg, and
Iemp correspond to the scattering intensity from the sample, background (blocked beam),
and empty cell data. Tsam and Temp are the transmission data files from the sample and
the empty sample cell.
Periodically, runs from standard materials such as plexiglas or water are done for
pixel to pixel detector efficiency corrections. The software incorporated corrections
based on this file. Moreover, if any pixel from the 2D detector collection data shows an
anomaly it can be ignored from the averaging process by masking the data set. It was
decided to use a conventional mask for our data set that excluded the pixels from the
borders of the 2D array.
One of the principal strengths of the SANS technique is the fact that the collected
data can dependably be converted to an absolute intensity scale or angular differential
cross section ( dL/dQ ). The conversion is made according to:
I2(Q)= 0AdT
dZ{Q)
dQ.
h(Q)~
scattering intensity of the sample after the second correction
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AClet (2.12)
0= flux on the sample
A- sample area
d= sample thickness
T= sample transmission
AQ- solid angle subtended by one pixel of the detector
e- detector efficiency
t= effective counting time
Finally, the data can be averaged using different kinds ofprotocols such as radial,
angular, sector or rectangular averages. In our case we chose a radial average that sums
all the counts from the detectors located at the same radial distance from the beam center.
hi other words, each Q value represents the integration over a ring on the detector. In
addition, it excludes all pixels ignored during the masking stage, and the file is reduced to
a one-dimensional I vs Q raw data set.
After the reduction, the next two adjustments were the simple subtraction of the
pure solvent scattering and the subtraction of incoherent scattering. Neutron scattering
contains both coherent and incoherent contributions. Coherent scattering depends on Q
and it is the part that contains structural information. On the other hand, incoherent
scattering is Q-independent and does not contribute to the structure problem that we are
solving. This incoherent scattering comes from the spin-incoherence of the protonated
hydrogen content in the sample and can be calculated based on the number of hydrogens
in the AOT and the C4- alcohols, and their respective specific volumes. The final
scattering intensity is obtained according to:
AQ) = h{Q)-ISo,M-Iln, (2-13)
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Isoh represents the scattering from the solvent and Iinc the Q-independent incoherent
scattering, where
J yj }A
inc h ine (2-14)
n is the number ofhydrogen atoms from the AOT and the alcohol per unit volume of the
sample, and binc=
2.52xl0"12
cm is the incoherent scattering length for hydrogen.
An example showing the effect of subtracting solvent and incoherent scattering is
shown in Fig. 2.4. [13]
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the effect of subtracting solvent and incoherent background scattering.
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Chapter 3. MODELING OF SANS DATA
In the most general case, the scattering intensity from a collection of particles can
be presented as function of the momentum transfer Q by:
I{Q) = npP{Q)S{Q) = np\F{Qf S{Q) (3.1)
where np is the number density of particles, and S(Q) is known as the static structure
factor, which in this case is determined by interparticle interactions and does not depend
on the nucleus position like in Eq. 1 .7. The structure factor can be approximated by unity
in the dilute solution limit. For <f>- 0.06 and our Q-values, we set S(Q) ~ 1 in our models.
F(Q), the particle form factor, contains all the information about the shape, dimensions
and composition of the investigated particles.
Note that since <j> = np Vparticie, where Vparticie is the volume of a single particle, we
also have
AQ) =
^-\F{Q\2
(3-2)
particle
The form factor is calculated as the following integral over the volume of the
particle:
HQ)= l\p(r)-pohxV(iQr)dV (3.3)
particle
p(r) is the local scattering length at position r inside the particle and p0 is the scattering
length density of the surrounding medium.
We now consider various models for evaluating the particle form factor.
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3.1 Homogeneous Sphere
The simplest case to consider is that of scattering from a collection of identical
(i.e., monodisperse) homogeneous spheres of radius R and scattering length density p, as
represented in Fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Diagram used to compute form factor for homogeneous sphere of scattering length density p
embedded in background of scattering length densityp. The Q -vector is chosen along the + z-axis for
convenience.
From symmetry considerations we can choose the vector Q to be in any arbitrary
direction, so for simplicity, we choose to align this vector with the z-axis. Using
spherical polar coordinates, the resulting integral then becomes
R In n
F{Q) = (Ap) | J Jexp(/0r cos d)r2 sinOdrdddt/)
r=0 0=0 0=0
= vspheM
QR
(3.4)
(3.5)
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where Ap =p-pQ and Vsphere- (4Tc/3)i?3. The first-order spherical Bessel function, ji(x), is
given by
fsin(jc)>
V X )
-
^cos(x)^
K x J
,w=
Hence, from Eq. 3.2 the scattering intensity becomes
(3.6)
I{Q) = <PV,{AP) (3.7)
3.2 Spherical Core-Shell Structure
In our study, rather than a homogeneous sphere, we are faced with the case of a
spherical droplet having a core surrounded by a shell. However, by the superposition
principle, (see Fig. 3.2), it is possible to construct the correct form factor, i.e.,
F(Q) = f\Rf(p,-p0i J\(QR2) -R?{p,-Po\ "AMI
An Ap R2jl{QRl)+Ap2 R'jXQRA
Q
+R'{pc-P0)
J (QRJ
QR^
(3.8)
Po
Po
- : +
5= R2-R1
Figure 3.2: Superposition principle used to construct the form factor for core-shell structure.
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ps and pc are the scattering length densities of the shell and the core, respectively. R\ is
the core radius and R2 is the outer shell radius. The shell thickness is then simply S=R2-
Ri. Ap\ - pc- ps and Api - ps- p0 are the relevant differences in the scattering length
densities.
3.3 Polydisperse Spherical Core-Shell
We now incorporate the possibility of a distribution of core sizes (assuming fixed
shell thickness), or polydispersity. The polydispersity term is measure of how wide or
narrow the size distribution is. We must now perform a size average over
P{Q) = \HQT , i-e-, calculate (p{q)} . Hence
\ sphere I
(P{Q)) = )fs{RMQ,RMi
(3.9)
(3.10)
Here, fs(Ri) is the normalized distribution function for the core radius. We propose the
following Schultz distribution:
/,(*.) =
Z + l
V *i J
,Z+i exp
R,
'z +0
v ^1 /
R,
r(z + i)
,Z>-1
R,
{Z + lj%
(3.11)
(3.12)
"i
R< Vz + l
(3.13)
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The Schultz distribution is centered on the mean core radius Rl with a width parameter
Z. T is the gamma function, cr is the width of the distribution (i.e. the root-mean-square
deviation from the average core radius), and p is the polydispersity index of the system
[14]. \Vsph\ is calculated as follows:
{KPhere) = -x{(Rl+S)
(Rli) + 3S2{Ri) + 3S(Rl2) + S
(Z + 2)(Z + 3)
4
= n
3
A-nR;
3
'
(Z + l)2
+ 3
T2
\R\j
+ 3
'z+rts^ f ^3
Z + l \R\j \R\j
(3.14)
3.4 Polydisperse Diffuse Spherical Shell
The theory developed up to this point deals with polydisperse spherical droplets
with a core radius and a certain shell thickness. However, it also assumes, a sharp
interface. A more realistic model would assume smoothly varying or diffuse edges for
the interface. For cases where the core and external medium have matching scattering
length densities, (i.e., pc = p0) Gradzielski et. al. have derived an analytical expression for
the form factor. In particular the scattering length density of the shell is assumed to have
a Gaussian profile of half-width t (see Fig. 3.3) centered at radius r0. When averaged
over a Gaussian size distribution ofhalfwidth cr, the form factor reduces to [15]:
f r\25_(P{Q)) = \6x2{Ap)2 cxP[-Q2t2]{gl{Q)+ g2{Q) + gAQ) + gM) (3-15)
^(e) = ^e2^4(l + cos(2er0)exp[-2c72e2]) (3.16)
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g2(Q) =Qt2k sin{2Qr0) + 2Qrr2 cos(20rj)exp[-2<7202] (3.17)
^(e) = -^2(l-cos(2ero)exp[-2cT222]) (3.18)
S4 iQ) = (l + 4r0 sin(2^0 )exp[-2<7202 ] + cos(2r0 )(AQ2a2 - l)exp[-2<7202 ])
(3.19)
where Ap = ps - po = pc - po and t = -== , with 8being the thickness of the shell for
2k
the model with sharp boundaries. When comparing with the latter model, one should
choose r0 = Rj + t.
0
Shell Po
= Pc
\
Core
1
Oil\
5
1
\J
0 r0
Distance from center of droplet
Figure 3.3: Comparison of the scattering-length density profiles for the diffuse shell model (assuming
equal values for the aqueous core and the hydrocarbon exterior) and the sharp interface model, t is the half-
width of the shell for the Gaussian profile and is the full width of the shell in the case of a sharp interface,
where t ~ S/-J27T .
It will be shown in the Results section that the diffuse interface model works very
well for our three components microemulsion, but fails to fit the data when the alcohol
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component is present due to the apparent inequality of the densities between the core and
the surrounding medium. We are currently working on generalizing the model to include
the possibility of different densities in all regions as shown in Fig. 3.4. However, this is
still a work in progress. The IGOR code for the diffuse shell model with equal scattering-
length densities inside the core and outside the droplet is presented in appendix B.
^
^
0
^
Shell / Pi
C ore Oil
\
5
t
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Distance from center of droplet
Figure 3.4: Comparison of the scattering-length density profiles for the diffuse shell model (assuming
unequal values for the aqueous core and the hydrocarbon exterior) along with the sharp interface model.
3.5 Including the Effect of Shape Fluctuations
If the shell of the microemulsion droplet is considered to be a membrane, it is
logical to assume that this membrane possesses a certain flexibility and is subject to
thermal undulations, or fluctuations. Consequently, microemulsions can be used to test
models of these fluctuations. Based on current theories, one can predict the amplitude of
the various droplet size and shape fluctuations present in a system. This, in turn, leads to
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well-defined correction terms for the particle form factor appropriate for a polydisperse
core-shell structure having a sharp interface [16]. The correction terms depend on the
splay, or bending, modulus K . The splay modulus dictates the rigidity of the droplet,
which is directly related to the amplitude of the fluctuations.
Farago and Gradzielski [17] present in their papers the corrections to the
scattering theory when fluctuations are present in the system. Their equations establish
the connection between the SANS data and the interface splay modulus K. The
equations presented by Farago et. al. are general in that they are applicable to dynamic, or
quasielastic, effects as can be measured by neutron spin-echo spectroscopy. The time-
dependent correlations functions presented in that work reduce to the model applicable to
analyzing SANS spectra when the correlation time is set to zero.
The incorporation of shape fluctuations introduces corrections to the form factor
expression as follows:
Aq) = 4*-2 [pM (e)+ pslat corr (fi)+ pdyn (fi)]
psJq)= AP{R2j[{QR{)+^P2R21jXQR2)
Q
(3.20)
(3.21)
stat corr \ 7
AplR2f{QRl)+Ap2R22j\{QR2)
x{ApiRix[2j0{QRl)-QRlJ\{QRl)]+^P2RM2j0{QR2)-QR2Jl(QR3
2/+ 1
nA
/>2 An
(2/ + l
^ fc) =Y^r^prfh (a*.H *p2*lJ, (QR2f(/ )
/>2 ^K
(3.22)
(3.23)
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ji(x) stands for spherical Bessel functions of order / and ai is the amplitude of the
fluctuation oforder /. a/ is related to the dimensionless fluctuation amplitude u\, by
(a2) = R2(u,2) (3.24)
Finally, the Ith fluctuation amplitude is connected to k and the polydispersity, p, by [18]
K)J(,-lX/+2)_^(,+1)__J_ (3.25)
where kB is Boltzmann's constant and Tis the absolute temperature of the sample.
The f order fluctuation arises as a result of expanding deviations in R(0,0) from a
purely spherical shape R0, i.e.:
R{e,fi) =R0+yaljmYl (3.26)
l,m
Because there is no dependence on m, it is possible to use a/w = ai and introduce the
(21+1) factor in Eq. 3.22 and 3.23.
The maximum /-value necessary to consider has been examined both by us and
other groups, and we have been able to confirm the following observations. First, the
term / = 0, also called "the breathing mode,"should not be included in the fluctuation
sum since it simply represents size fluctuation of the spherical droplet and is already
accounted for by the polydispersity consideration. The term / = 1 is discarded because it
is related to the translational motion of the particle through the medium, so it does not
contribute to the deformation of the droplet. Finally, it will be shown in the Results
section that the terms / > 2 do not produce any significant contribution to the model. For
this reason we concluded that using solely the term / = 2 is an excellent approximation to
the shape fluctuations [19]. This term corresponds to the "peanut-like" deformations of
the droplet.
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Figure 3.5: / = 2 shape fluctuation or "peanut-like" mode [16].
When considering only / =2 fluctuations, Eq. 3.22, 3.23, and 3.25 can be
rewritten as:
stat corr \xi)
Ap.R'fiQR^+Ap^fiQR,)
{Ap[Rlx[Vo(QRi)~QRj\(QRl)]+^P2R242jo{QR2)-QR2f(QR3'
P+, (Q) = [-fX*pXJ2te )+Ap2R2j2 {QR2 )f{a2 )
An
K J
(3.27)
(3.28)
24k-
kBT 8np2
(3.29)
3.6 Programming theModels.
The software used for the analysis of the data was IGOR Pro 5.02 from
WaveMetrics. IGOR is a powerful graphing, data analysis and programming tool well
suited for curve fitting of complex models to data. We experimented with a number of
models for fitting the microemulsion data in this work.
The curve fittings were done based on seven principal parameters without
including shape fluctuations and eight ifwe incorporate the fluctuations.
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The parameters appearing in the models were the droplet volume fraction (0),
average core radius (/?,), polydispersity (p), shell thickness (S), the scattering length
densities of the core, shell, and oil (pc, ps, and p0), as well as adjustable residual
background level. When including the effect of the shape fluctuations, an additional
parameter must be included as well, the dimensionless bending modulus K/kaT.
Considering the assumption that no, or little alcohol is located outside of the droplet, it is
possible to fix two of the parameters, i.e., 0- 0.06 and p0 =
6.42x10" A"
, which means
that the number of free parameters associated with the curve fitting is reduced to only six
(when no fluctuations are included) or seven (when fluctuations are included).
One of the main difficulties with the shape fluctuations model is that when
incorporating polydispersity effects, there is no closed-form analytical expression
available for the average form factor term in Eq. 3.10. This means that the averaging
integral needs to be performed numerically. For programming purposes, the limits on
these integrals were chosen to run from R{ -2>aR^{ox zero, whichever is greater) to
Rx +3crRl (again oR is the rms spread of the Schultz size distribution, as given in Eq.
3.12). The resulting code leads to a curve fitting process that is about 100 times slower
than ifwe had an analytical expression. When only / = 2 fluctuations are considered, it
takes approximately 2 hours to fit a data file on a PC with a 1.6GHz processor and 512
MB RAM, assuming reasonable initial guesses for the coefficients. A run that includes
fluctuations up to order / = 20, takes a few days to run to completion.
Finally, due to the wavelength resolution of the SANS instrument, the data is
resolution smeared. Instead of desmearing the data with the instrumental resolution
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function, a subroutine borrowed from the NIST modeling package is used to smear the
fitting curve based on the known instrument parameters and settings.
The complete IGOR code used for fitting the data to a polydisperse fluctuating
core-shell is included in appendix A.
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Chapter 4. RESULTS
Attempts were made to fit our SANS data to the various models described in the
last section. The first model that was tested for curve fitting was the polydisperse diffuse
shell model. Figure 4. 1 shows the data and the fitted curve for the case of the three-
component microemulsion {a- 0). This model proves to be a good option for this
sample. However, as soon as alcohol was added (even for the smallest a) the model
failed to fit the data. In the next section, we will suggest the reason of this failure. For
the a- 0 case, the values of the fitting parameter are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Curve fitting parameter for the no-alcohol case using the polydisperse diffuse shell model.
Rl [A0] 39.553
S[A] 9.372
P 0.186
Ap [A-2] 9.466x1
0"6
where i?, is the mean core radius, Sis the shell thickness, p is the polydispersity, and Ap is
the scattering-length density difference between the shell and that for the core or oil
(assuming that pc = p0).
The next model studied was the polydisperse core-shell spherical droplet
incorporating shape fluctuations. One of the major concerns associated with this model
was the inclusion of higher order fluctuation modes, and how many are necessary for
calculation of this model. Figure 4.2 presents SANS data from a t-butanol co-surfactant
sample at a- 7.5, showing the fitted curve when including up to different fluctuation
mode contributions. Beyond 1-2, the improvement in the curve fitting is barely
appreciable, which means that the contribution from the additional correction terms can
be neglected. Based on these results it was decided that including only the / = 2 shape
fluctuation was required for subsequent fits as in Eq. 3.22, 3.23, and 3.25.
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Figure 4.1: The SANS data for the three-component {a- 0) microemulsion is fitted well using the
polydisperse diffuse shell model. The values of the fitting parameters are provided in the text.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of incorporating additional high-order fluctuation modes on the curve fitting for the case
of a t-butanol co-surfactant with a~ 7.5. (Arbitrary vertical shift applied to curves for ease of
visualization.) The effect ofmodes / > 2 appear to be insignificant.
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The next set of figures shows the final curve fitting used for each isomer of the
C4-alcohol. Figure 4.3 presents the SANS data and the curve fitting of the n-butanol
microemulsions for different alcohol concentrations. No shape fluctuations were required
for fitting the data. However, in the case of 2-butanol and t-butanol it was necessary to
incorporate the effect of the shape fluctuations in order to obtain a better curve fitting.
For comparison purposes, we show the best curve fitting results for these two isomers
both assuming no fluctuations present (Fig. 4.4, 4.6, and 4.7) and incorporating
fluctuations (Fig. 4.5, 4.8, and 4.9). In Fig. 4.5 there are no curve fittings for a higher
than 7.5 because, even though the fits were good the standard deviation of all the
parameters of the curve fitting were very large. In other words, there was no confidence
in the results for the fit parameters. The curve fitting for the t-butanol samples shows an
evident improvement in cases up to a- 4.2 when including shape fluctuations. However,
for higher values of a, the fits start to be questionable because of the presence of
oscillations in the fitted curves.
Figure 4.10 is a different way to illustrate the effect of incorporating or not
incorporating shape fluctuations into the model. This graph compares the best fit of a t-
butanol data at a- 1.8 including the fluctuations, with a curve generated with the same
parameters except that the fluctuation amplitude was fixed at zero, which is equivalent to
an infinite bending modulus. One sees how the difference is more remarkable at the peak
region and at high Q-values.
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Figure 4.1: SANS data for microemulsions with n-butanol co-surfactant at various values of alcohol
content, a. The fitted curves use the polydisperse core-shell model, assuming no significant shape
fluctuation. (The values in parenthesis are arbitrary multiplicative scale factors applied to vertically offset
spectra for ease ofvisualization.)
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Figure 4.4: SANS data for microemulsions with 2-butanol co-surfactant at various values of alcohol
content, a. The fitted curves use the polydisperse core-shell model, assuming no significant shape
fluctuation.
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Figure 4.5: SANS data for microemulsions with 2-butanol co-surfactant at various values of alcohol
content, a. The fitted curves use the polydisperse core-shell model, including shape fluctuations in the
model. This model failed to fit cases for a > 7.5.
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Figure 4.6: SANS data for microemulsions with t-butanol co-surfactant at various values of alcohol
content, a = 0, 0.4, 1 and 1.8. The fitted curves use the polydisperse core-shell model, assuming no
significant shape fluctuations.
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Figure 4.7: SANS data for microemulsions with t-butanol co-surfactant at various values of alcohol
content, a = 4.2, 7.5, 15 and 30. The fitted curves use the polydisperse core-shell model, assuming no
significant shape fluctuations.
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Figure 4.8: SANS data for microemulsions with t-butanol co-surfactant at various values of alcohol
content, a = 0, 0.4, 1 and 1.8. The fitted curves use the polydisperse core-shell model, including shape
fluctuations.
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Figure 4.9: SANS data for microemulsions with t-butanol co-surfactant at various values of alcohol
content, a = 4.2, 7.5, 15 and 30. The fitted curves use the polydisperse core-shell model, including shape
fluctuations.
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Figure 4.10: SANS data for microemulsions with t-butanol co-surfactant at a= 1.8. The curves are
generated using the polydisperse core-shell model with the parameters from the best fit, when including
shape fluctuations (red line), and without fluctuations (green line).
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At first impression, the n-butanol data for a- 7.5 in Fig. 4.3 looks peculiar when
compared with the curve shape for the rest of the curves of the series. The section of the
curve at higher fi-values seems to decay faster than the same region for other alcohol
contents. This was the result of a small leak in the sample cell seal during the SANS data
collection. By the end of the SANS run, the cell was not completely filled. Since the
data file was reduced using the same protocol as for a full cell, there was an excessive
subtraction of solvent scattering, which is approximated constant over the Q-range
measured. Figure 4.1 1 shows the effect of adding back a constant background correction
(+0.03cm~
) to compensate for this problem. The reason for this particular correction will
be explained later in this Section.
Figure 4.12 illustrates the effect of varying the co-surfactant structure for a fix
alcohol concentration (in this case a- 7.5).
Table 4.2 contains the parameter values for the definitive curve fitting used for
each sample. The volume fraction of the droplets and the scattering-length density of the
oil are not presented in this table because, as it was explained in the SANS Modeling
Section, these two parameter were kept fixed during curve fitting for all the models used.
That leaves only the average core radius R{ , the polydispersity p, the shell thickness S,
the scattering-length densities of the core (pc) and shell (ps), the bending modulus K/kAT
(when including shape fluctuations), and a residual background level as the only fitting
parameters. Also note that n-butanol with a- 7.5 is the only case where the background
level is negative. As previously explained, it was decided that by adding back a constant
value of 0.03 to the scattering intensity of this sample, we compensate for the leak
problem encountered during the SANS measurements.
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Also note that for the three types of co-surfactants, the results from a- 30 samples were
not included in either the Table or subsequent analysis. The main reason is because the
data curve fitting and its parameters presented very large error bars. For this reason we
were unable to extract any useful information from this sample at the moment without
collecting anymore information or doing more tests on this sample.
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Figure 4.11: Effect of an additional background correction (+0.03 cm"1) in the case of n-butanol with a
7.5. (The curve fitting parameters remain unaltered after this correction with the exception of the
background parameter.)
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Figure 4.12: SANS data for microemulsions having three different alcohol isomers, all at a- 7.5. (The n-
butanol data include the previously mentioned additional background correction.)
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Table 4.2: Final curve-fitting parameters. In the case ofn-butanol, no shape fluctuations were assumed.
For 2-butanol and t-butanol, the model incorporates the effects of shape fluctuations. The empty spaces are
due to either no sample at that composition or meaningless (i.e., non-unique) fitting parameters having
enormous error bars.
Alpha 0 0.4 1 1.8 4.2 7.5 15
n-butanol
/?, [A] 35.890 30.409 31 411 15.278
A(0,l) 0.196 0.221 0.208 0.392
5[A1 9.961 7.061 5.248 6.421
A
[A ":1 6.33E-06 5 91E-06 6.01E-06 6.08E-06
A
[A0 ":1 1.50E-06 2.29E-07 2.26E-07 2.76E-07
Bkg [cm"1] 0.012 0.014 -0.013 0.029
2-butanol
/?, [A0] 35.926 14 697
P(0,1) 0 200 0 384
8[A] 9 896 7 189
A
[A0 "2] 6 32E-06 5 81E-06
A
[A "I 1 55E-06 9 95E-07
K/kBT 0.237
Bkg [cm1] 0 012 0 027
tert-butanol
R, [A] 35.926 31.732 35.00^ 29.636 18.892 2o 928 18.315
P(0,1) 0.200 0.197 0.213 0.261 0.431 0.535 0.663
S[A] 9 896 9 369 8.911 1 1 844 16 479 14 271 10.479
A
[A0 -2] 6.321 -06 5.609E -06 5 97E-06 5 641- -Oh 5 25E-06 5 46E-06 5.58E-06
A
[A "] 1 55E-06 I.486E-06 1.261-06 2.50E-06 3 21E-06 3 12E-06 2 45E-06
K/kBT 1 .3 1 7 0.721 0.441 0 165 0 137 0.219
Bkg [cm"'] 0012 0.017 0.017 0.010 0.018 0 039 0.047
The next sequence of graphs display the or-dependence of the Table 4.2 fit
parameters for each C4-alcohol. It is possible, in most of the figures, to observe a similar
tendency between the isomers as we increase the alcohol content. Unfortunately we only
have one point for the 2-butanol case, however, in all the graphs this point always resides
between the n-butanol and t-butanol case.
In most cases, the uncertainties (standard deviation) in the parameters obtained
from the curve fitting remained below 4%, except for the case of 2-butanol with an
uncertainty in the shell thickness of 9% and an uncertainty in the scattering-length
density of the shell of40%.
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Figure 4.13 shows how the core radius decreases as alcohol is added to the
system. Figure 4.14 shows the evolution of the polydispersity, or width of the core-
radius distribution. The droplet becomes more polydisperse when increasing a.
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Figure 4.13: Average core radius Rl vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, orfor various C4-alcohols,
Figure 4. 1 5 shows the behavior of the shell thickness as a function of alcohol
content. One sees that in the presence of n-butanol, the shell thickness barely changes,
and remains close to 6.2 A. However, t-butanol produces a significant change. The shell
thickness exhibits an increasing trend up to a = 4.2, which, by the way, is where the
curve fitting starts to be questionable. For a- 7.5 and 15, the shell thickness seems to
level off or slightly decrease.
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Figure 4.14: Polydispersity/? vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, a for various C4-alcohols.
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Figure 4.15: Shell thickness S\s. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, or for various C4-alcohols. (Dashed line to
guide the eye for the n-butanol case.)
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The next couple of graphs, Figs. 4.16 and 4.17, correspond to the scattering-
length densities of the core and the shell, respectively. In the first of the two, an
interesting result is observed. The scattering-length density of the core for the three
alcohols remains consistently under that of pure D20 (denoted by the dashed line). This
result and its implications will be presented in the next Section. In the case of the shell
scattering-length density, ps, the situation is different for each co-surfactant. For n-
butanol, ps remains almost constant for the entire a-range, whereas with minor
exceptions, the t-butanol curve resembles the shape of the shell-thickness curve. The
error bars in all the graphs were too small to be noticed on the scales presented, except
for the ps in the 2-butanol sample.
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Figure 4.16: Scattering-length density of the core pc vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, a for various C4-
alcohols. (Dashed line represents the scattering-length density of pure D20)
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Figure 4.17: Scattering-length density of the shell p% vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, a for various C4-
alcohols. (Dashed line to guide the eye for the n-butanol case)
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Figure 4.18: Dimensionless bending modulus x/kBT vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, a for various C4-
alcohols. (Due to the fact that no shape fluctuations were assumed for the n-butanol case, that alcohol is not
considered in this figure.)
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Figure 4.18 is the dimensionless bending modulus as function of a, which
determines the effect of the co-surfactant on the rigidity of the droplet shell. One sees
that this modulus decreases with increasing amounts of alcohol. In other words, the shell
becomes less rigid as alcohol is added.
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Chapters. DISCUSSION
It was shown in the Results Section that the diffuse polydisperse core-shell model
fit extremely well for the three-component microemulsion case, but it failed when alcohol
was added. This model is only applicable for the case of equal scattering-length densities
for the core and surrounding solvent. However, apparently this is not the case when
alcohol is added. We found that while pQ stayed unaltered with the addition of alcohol, pc
changed as presented in Fig. 4.16.
Additional results are obtained from manipulation of the curve fitting parameters.
For example, Fig. 5.1 is the volume-average droplet radius /(/?, +Sf\ . This value
follows from Eq. 3.14:
((Rl+Sf) =R, (Z + 2)(Z +
3)|3p^
(Z + l)2 v^iy
+ 3
rz + 2V ^ ^V
Z + l v^iy
(fa+sy
1/3
= Rt
'<^2
(l +p2\\ + 2p2)+?> -t +3(l
v^iy
mp'U
+
\RU
f c-V
1 / \R\j
(5.1)
(5.2)
where p is the polydispersity, as defined in Eq. 3.13.
This graph represents the change in the volume-average radius of the entire droplet
(including the shell). One sees the volume-average size droplet monotonically decreases
with increasing alcohol content.
We assume that all the alcohol resides somewhere inside the droplet. This
assumption is based on results of the curve fitting, where all parameters were allowed to
float. No change in the volume fraction (0= 0.06) of the sample was found, or at least
the change was imperceptible by the model. In other words, only a minimal amount of
alcohol, if any, must be located outside of the droplet.
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Figure 5.1: Volume average droplet radius /(/?, +Sf\ vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, a for various C4-
alcohols.
Therefore, with the alcohol remaining primarily within the droplet and the droplet
size decreasing, the number of droplets per unit volume must increase as a function of
alcohol content, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Knowing the volume fraction of droplets in the
sample (0.06) and using the volume-average droplet radius from Eq. 5.2, we calculated
the number ofdroplets per unite volume, np, according to
n -
p An
Rl+Sf)
(5.3)
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Figure 5.2: Number ofdroplets per unit volume vs. a.
It seems that the addition of co-surfactant affects the nanostructure of the microemulsion,
redistributing the components within the droplets, ultimately increasing the number of
droplets per unit volume of sample.
When analyzing the scattering-length density of the core in our experiments for
all the samples, we found that this remains below the calculated value for pure D2O. This
result might be either due to some alcohol residing in the core, or possibly due to
hydrogen-deuterium exchange. It is known that hydrogens bound to carbon atoms will
not exchange with deuterium, but those hydrogens bound to oxygen will exchange [20] if
in close proximity. More specifically, in our case the exchange process occurs when the
hydrogen bound to the oxygen in the alcohol is exchanged with a deuterium atom from
the heavy water.
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Figure 5.3 represents once again the core scattering-length density for the various
alcohols, but two lines are shown, in addition ifwe assume no alcohol penetration in the
core, one can consider two extreme scenarios. The black dashed line represents no
hydrogen exchange within the microemulsion (i.e., pc is that of pure D20), whereas the
red dashed line illustrates the calculated density for maximum possible exchange, i.e.,
where all the hydrogens bound to oxygen in the alcohol molecules exchange with
deuterium in the core. One sees that the experimental results, for low or-values are below
the full possible exchange case. Moreover, for high or-values the results are between the
limits, but the points do not follow the full possible exchange trend, even though there are
more alcohol molecules to exchange in the microemulsion. These two elements indicate
that there is most probably significant alcohol penetration into the core.
The scattering-length density of the core at or = 0 agrees very well with that for
the pure D2O, which shows that the core is fundamentally D2O in that case. However,
this situation charges with the presence of alcohol in the sample. Therefore, considering
no hydrogen-deuterium exchange, we assume that the core consists ofD2O and, possibly,
some alcohol. This can be quantified by
Pcore = Pd2o/d20 + Pa/a (5-4)
where fo20 and fi are the volume-fraction of the core consisting of D2O and alcohol,
respectively. If only these two components are in the core, then it is true that
foiO+fx^ (5-5)
Combining these two expressions gives
fA=P^e-PD20(56)
Pa ~ Pd20
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Figure 5.3: Scattering-length density of the core pc vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, a for various C4-
alcohols. (The dashed black line represents the scattering-length density of pure D20, and the dashed red
line represents the maximum possible exchange scenario)
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Figure 5.4: Fraction of core that is alcohol/, vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, or for various C4-alcohols.
(Dashed line to guide the eye for the n-butanol case)
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Figure 5.4 presents the evolution of/4 as a function of alcohol/AOT molar ratio.
It shows that, in general, less that 20% of the core is alcohol, with a different trend for
each isomer.
Consider now the average area an covered on the droplet surface per surfactant
head-group. Equation 1.1 was applicable to the case of a three-component
microemulsion, however, this equation can be revised when a co-surfactant component is
present, as in the four-component case, as follows:
M^JalLzA (5.7)
aH +aHSa
or,
/3{p% ~3{vwW + vH)
+
3{vwW+vHf
A new parameter in this equation we refer to as a spreading factor, 5*, which quantifies the
influence of the co-surfactant in increasing effective area per surfactant head-group, when
compared to the three-component case. If one plots \j8(p)Rl \ vs. alcohol content for all
the isomers, a linear trend is expected from Eq. 5.8. From the a-intercept (ajnt) of the
fitted line, the spreading factor would be simply be
S = (5.9)
The aim ofFig. 5.5 is to calculate the co-surfactant spreading factor S. When \fi{p)Rx \
is plotted vs. a for each sample, it seems that all the isomers used in this work follow
approximately the same line, which implies a similar spreading factor for all alcohol
isomers. The data fits a line with (%/ = -40 13, giving S - 0.025 0.007.
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The method used to calculate the spreading factor S by the previous method faces
one problem. Equation 5.7 assumes that the core of the droplet consists exclusively of
pure D2O, which, as it was shown in Fig. 5.4, is not completely true, because of alcohol
penetration; for this reason we propose a different method to calculate the spreading
factor of the microemulsion.
Based on the fact that our microemulsion system consists of spherical droplets,
we can distribute the surface area of the core of the droplet into all the surfactant
molecules per droplet ns, obtaining an effective surfactant head group area according to
AttIr2)
"Hefr=-^-1 (5-10)
with
mAOT "" A
MW V
ns =
A0T sam (5.11)
nP
Therefore, this effective surfactant head group area will be affected then by the addition
of the co-surfactant. In this sense, another way to interpret this term is by the folbwing
equation:
aHeff =aH +SaH a (5.12)
Figure 5.6 illustrates the effective surfactant head group area as a function of the alcohol
content for the three alcohols. Using Eq. 5.12, the spreading factor can be calculated
based on the slope and the intercept of the linear fit for each alcohol, S = 0.10 0.07 for
n-butanol and S = 0.24 0.02 for t-butanol. It is important to mention that all the lines
fitting were forced to have a common intercept (an for the no alcohol case) and that we
did not include a line for 2-butanol because we have only one point.
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Figure 5.6: Effective surfactant head group area aHeff vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio, a for various C4-
alcohols.
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Finally, we have the root-mean-square 1-2 dimensionless shape fluctuation
amplitude, Mulj . Using the bending modulus in cases where the shape fluctuations
were included, one obtains this amplitude term from Eq. 3.29. It represents the
magnitude of the "peanut-like" shape fluctuation mode of the droplet. Fig. 5.7 shows the
fluctuation amplitude that increases with oruntil it reaches an apparent maximum value.
All in all, the results obtained in this work are comparable with that from other
research groups in this field. For example, in the case of the three-component
microemulsion (no alcohol), Farago et. al. in 1990 [5], and Kawabata et. al. in 2004 [21],
studied similar systems. In the first group, with 0 = 0.06 and W = 24.4, they found an
average core radius of R{- 39.1 A, and;? = 0.22. The second group, with 0- 0.1 and W
18.4, they found an average core radius of /?,= 32 A, andp = 0.16. Even though in
both cases they use deuterated decane instead of octane, and the volume fraction and the
[D20]/[AOT] molar ratio are not exactly the same in the three works (including ours), the
parameters are still comparable.
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Figure 5.7: Root-mean-square of the / = 2 fluctuation amplitude J\U2) vs. alcohol-to-AOT molar ratio,
a for various C4-alcohols. (This figure represents the magnitude of the fluctuation relative to the core
radius.)
In the case of the Farago et. al. work, they use n-butanol as a co-surfactant as we
did. The numerical results of the fitting parameters are not close; however, they share the
same trend as in our works. Also, their bending modulus parameters are bigger than the
limit that the shape fluctuation model is able to detect (less than 2). This seems to
explain why we could not improve the curve fitting with that model.
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Chapter 6. CONCLUSIONS
Small-angle neutron scattering experiments were used to study the effect of C4-
alcohols on microemulsions at a fixed volume fraction of 0.06 and a fixed molar ratio of
[water]/[AOT] = 20. Using a polydisperse spherical core-shell model incorporating
shape fluctuations to analyze the data, the evolution of particle structure with increasing
alcohol content was determined for the various C4-isomers. Specifically, we found that
droplet size decreases with increasing alcohol content. On the other hand, the
polydispersity, number of droplets per unit volume, and shape fluctuations were observed
to increase with alcohol content. However, in spite of the trend present for each curve
fitting parameter, it is possible to see the differences between each isomer. For example,
in the t-butanol case the polydispersity increases faster with alcohol addition than in the
n-butanol. Also the graphs for shell thickness, scattering-length density of the shell, and
the fraction of the core that is alcohol, presents a very distinctive shape depending on the
type of alcohol. Also, the fact that with the case of the n-butanol the shape fluctuation
model did not improve the curve fitting, while for the t-butanol case this model gave the
best fit, reflects a clear difference between the effect of the co-surfactants used in this
work.
Future works might be oriented to the design of new experiments that provide
more information in the study of the effect of co-surfactants on the structure of
microemulsions, as well as the development ofnew models for curve fitting such as:
> An experiment dedicated exclusively to study the real effect of hydrogen
exchange.
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> Using SANS on samples with the same specifications as the ones used in this
work, we could deuterate the co-surfactant instead of the water or the oil. In this
way, we could use the results from this work to try to get a relative location of
each type of alcohol inside the droplet.
> A curve fitting model with a better scattering-length density profile of the shell,
where no condition needs to be fulfilled on the scattering-length density of the
core and the oil.
> A curve fitting model that could combine the contribution of spherical droplets as
well as other kinds of shapes at the same time.
> Using neutron spin-echo (NSE) spectrometry it is possible to study the dynamics
of these microemulsions. This could help to verify some of the results from
SANS and also expand the information about the rigidity of shell included in
droplets shape fluctuations. Comparisons of the preliminary results from NSE,
and the ones already obtained from SANS are presented in appendix C.
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APPENDIX A
Model code of the shape fluctuations polydisperse spherical core-shell droplet
#pragma rtGlobals=l // Use modern global access method.
//requires that "SANSModels" are stored in the User.Procedures Folder
//subfolders are permitted
//utility procedures
#include "PlotUtilsMacro"
#include "GaussUtils"
#include "WriteModelData"
//RPA, polyelectrolyte
:#include
"SmearedRPA"
7/#include "BE"
//two-phasemodels
#include "DAB_model"
#include "Teubner"
#include "Lorentz_model"
#include "PeakGaussmodel"
#include "PeakLorentz model"
#include "PowerLawjmodel"
//form factors
#include "sphere"
#include "CoreShell"
#include "PolyCore"
#include "PolyCoreShellRatio"
#include "RectPoly
Spheres"
#include "PolyHSInt"
#include "UniformEllipsoid"
#include "OblateForm"
#include "ProlateForm"
#include "CylinderForm"
#include "CoreShellCylinder"
#include "HollowCylinders"
#include "StackDiscs"
//structure factors
#include
"HardSphereStruct"
#include "HPMSA"
#include
"SquareWellStruct"
//P*S combinations
#include "EffectiveDiameter"
#include "Sphere_and_Struct"
#include "CoreShell_and_Struct"
#include"PolyRectSphere_and_Struct"
#include "Cylinder_and_Struct"
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#include "OblateCS_and_Struct"
#include "ProlateCSandStruct"
#include "PolyCoreandStruct"
#include"PolyCSRatio_and_Struct"
#include"UnifEllipsoid_and_Struct"
Menu "Macros"
"LoadOneDData"
"WriteModelData"
"SANS Analysis Help"
Submenu "Particle Models"
"PlotSphereForm"
"PlotEllipsoidForm"
"PlotCylinderForm"
"PlotCoreShellSphere"
"PlotProlateCSForm"
"PlotOblateCSForm"
"PlotCoreShellCylinderForm"
"PlotHollowCylinderForm"
"PlotStackDiscs"
"PlotPolyCoreForm"
"PlofPolyCoreShellRatio"
"PlotPolyRectSpheres"
"PlotPolyHardSpheres"
11 I?
"PlotSmearedSphereForm"
"PlotSmearedEllipsoidForm"
"PlotSmearedCylinderForm"
"PlotSmearedCoreShellSphere"
"PlotSmearedProlateCSForm"
"PlotSmearedOblateCSForm"
"PlotSmearedCSCylinderForm"
"PlotSmearedHollowCylinderForm"
"PlotSmearedPolyCoreForm"
"PlotSmearedPolyCoreShellRatio"
"PlotSmearedPolyRectSpheres"
"PlotSmearedPolyHardSpheres"
"PlotSmearedStackDiscs"
End
Submenu "Structure Factors"
"PlotHardSphereStruct"
"PlotSquareWellStruct"
"PlotHayterPenfoldMSA"
End
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Submenu "P * Hard Sphere Models"
"Sphere * HS",PlotSphere_HS()
"CoreShellSphere * HS", PlotCoreShellHSfJ
"Poly Core wShell * HS", PlotPolyCore_HS()
"Poly CoreShell Ratio * HS", PlotPolyCSRatioHSfJ
"Rect Distr ofSpheres * HS", PlotPolyRectSphere_HS()
"Uniform Ellipsoid * HS", PlotEllipsoid_HS()
"Oblate CS Ellipsoid * HS", PlotOblate_HS()
"Prolate CS Ellipsoid * HS", PlotProlate_HS()
"Cylinder * HS", PlotCylinderHSfJ
End
Submenu "P * Square Well Models"
"Sphere * SW",PlotSphere_SW()
"CoreShellSphere * SW", PlotCoreShell_SW()
"Poly Core w_Shell * SW", PlofPolyCore_SW()
"Poly CoreShell Ratio * SW", PlotPolyCSRatio_SW()
"Rect Distr of Spheres * SW", PlotPolyRectSphere_SW()
"_"
"Uniform Ellipsoid * SW", PlotEllipsoid_SW()
"Oblate C_S Ellipsoid * SW", PlotOblate_SW()
"Prolate C_S Ellipsoid * SW", PlotProlate_SW()
"Cylinder * SW", PlotCylinder_SW()
End
Submenu "P * Screened Coulomb Models"
"Sphere * SC",PlotSphere_SC()
"CoreShellSphere * SC", PlotCoreShell_SC()
"Poly Core wShell * SC", PlotPolyCore_SC()
"Poly CoreShell Ratio * SC", PlotPolyCSRatio_SC()
"Rect Distr of Spheres * SC", PlotPolyRectSphere_SC()
"_"
"Uniform Ellipsoid * SC", PlotEllipsoid_SC()
"Oblate C_S Ellipsoid * SC", PlotOblateSCfJ
"Prolate C_S Ellipsoid * SC", PlotProlateSCO
"Cylinder * SC", PlotCylinder_SC()
End
"_"
Submenu "Ten RPA Cases"
"PlofRPAForm"
"_"
"PlotSmearedRPAForm"
End
Submenu "Polyelectrolytemodel"
"PlotBE"
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"PlotSmearedBE"
End
"_"
Submenu "Two-Phase Models"
"PlotDAB"
"PlotLorentz"
"PlotPeakGauss"
"PlotPeakLorentz"
"PlotPower_Law"
"PlotTeubnerStreyModel"
"."
"PlotSmearedDAB"
"PlotSmearedLorentz"
"PlotSmearedPeakGauss"
"PlotSmearedPeakLorentz"
"PlotSmearedPowerLaw"
"PlotSmearedTeubnerStreyModel"
End
II II
"PlotKZ"
"PlotSmearedKZ"
End
Function SANSAnalysisHelp()
DoAlert 0,"You'll find the SANS Help in the Help Browser, under theWindows
Menu."
//DisplayHelpTopic/K=l "SANS Data Reduction Tutorial"
End
/////////////////
Macro PlotKZ(num,qmin,qmax)
Variable num=128,qmin=0.001,qmax=0.3
Prompt num "Enter number ofdata points formodel: "
Prompt qmin "Enterminimum q-value (AA-1) formodel: "
Prompt qmax "Entermaximum q-value (AA-1) for model: "
Make/0/D/n=(num) xwave_KZ,ywave_KZ
xwave_KZ = alog(log(qmin) + x*((log(qmax)-log(qmin))/num))
Make/O/D coefKZ = {35.8912,9.96,0.06,24.937,6.36e-6,1.5e-6,6.42e-
6,0.011023,0.012}
make/o/t parametersKZ =
{"rO","tt","c","zz","SLDcore","SLDaot","SLDoil","kk","Bkg"}
// r0= average core radius, tt= shell thickness, c= volume fraction, zz= Z
parameter in schults distribution (polydispersity= 1/(Z+1)A0.5), SLDxxx= scattering
length density core shell or oil, kk= bending modulus k/kBT, Bkg= background
Edit parameters_KZ,coef_KZ
ywave_KZ := KZ(coef_KZ,xwave_KZ)
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Display ywaveKZ vs xwave_KZ
ModifyGraph log=l ,marker=29,msize=2,mode=4
Label bottom "q (AWS-1WM)"
Label left "Intensity (cm\\S-l\\M)"
End
lllllll/llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/llll/IIIIIIHI
Macro PlotSmearedKZ()
// Setup parameter table formodel function
Make/O/D smearcoefKZ = {35.8912,9.96,0.06,24.937,6.36e-6,1.5e-6,6.42e-
6,0.011023,0.012}
make/o/t smear_parameters_KZ =
{"rO","tt","c","zz","SLDcore","SLDaot","SLDoil","kk","Bkg"}
Edit smear_parameters_KZ,smear_coef_KZ
// output smeared intensity wave, dimensions are identical to experimental QSIG
values
// make extra copy of experimental q-values for easy plotting
Duplicate/O SgQvals smeared_KZ,smeared_qvals
SetScale d,0,0,"l/cm",smeared_KZ
smearedKZ := SmearedKZ(smear_coef_KZ,$gQvals)
Display smearedKZ vs SgQvals
ModifyGraph log=l ,marker=29,msize=2,mode=4
Label bottom "q (AWS-1WM)"
Label left "Intensity (cm\\S-l\\M)"
End
//////////////////////////
// The integrand.
//Note the use of a data folder to hold the constants needed for the integration.
Function KZIntegrand(inr)
Variable in_r // the variable of integration
// move to the private data folder containing constants for the function
SetDataFolder :KZ_Calc
NVAR tt, QQ, rO, zz, SLDcore, SLDaot, SLDoil, kk, Bkg
// back to the original data folder
SetDataFolder::
// note the use of the sinc() function. It is defined as sin(x)/x
Variable val, SBR1, SBRT1, SBR0, SBRT0, SBR2, SBRT2, SCHULTZKZ, HARAMP
val=0
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Variable lim=3 // In order to include higher order in the fluctuation modes just change
lim to a larger number, right now it only include the 1=2 mode "peanut-like
mode"
Variable 1=2
DO
SBRl=sphericalBessJ(l ,QQ*in_r)
SBRTl=sphericalBessJ(l,QQ*(in_r+tt))
SBRO=sphericalBessJ(0,QQ*in_r)
SBRTO=sphericalBessJ(0,QQ*(in_r+tt))
SBR2=sphericalBessJ(2,QQ*in_r)
SBRT2=sphericalBessJ(2,QQ*(in_r+tt))
SCHULTZKZ=(((zz+l )/rO)A(zz+l )*((in_rAzz)/(gamma(zz+l )))*exp(-((zz+l )/rO)*in_r))
HARAMP=((2*l+l)/(4*pi))*((l-l)*(l+2)*((kk*l*(l+l))-(l/(8*pi*(l/(zz+l)A0.5)A2))))A-l
//Pstatcorr
val+= SCHULTZKZ*(((SLDcore-
SLDaot)*in_rA2*(SBRl)/QQ)*(in_rA2)*HARAMP)*(SLDcore-
SLDaot)*in_r*(2*(SBR0)-QQ*in_r*((SBRl)))
val+= SCHULTZKZ*(((SLDcore-
SLDaot)*in_rA2*(SBRl)/QQ)*(in_rA2)*HARAMP)*(SLDaot-
SLDoil)*(in_r+tt)*(2*(SBRT0)-QQ*(in_r+tt)*((SBRTl)))
val+= SCHULTZKZ*(((SLDaot-
SLDoil)*(in_r+tt)A2*(SBRTl)/QQ)*(in_rA2)*HARAMP)*(SLDcore-
SLDaot)*(in_r)*(2*(SBR0)-QQ*(in_r)*((SBRl)))
val+= SCHULTZKZ*(((SLDaot-
SLDoil)*(in_r+tt)A2*(SBRTl)/QQ)*(in_rA2)*HARAMP)*(SLDaot-
SLDoil)*(in_r+tt)*(2*(SBRT0)-QQ*(in_r+tt)*((SBRTl)))
//Pdyn
val +=(SCHULTZKZ*((SLDcore-
SLDaot)*in_rA2*(sphericalBessJ(l,QQ*in_r))+(SLDaot-
SLDoil)*(in_r+tt)A2*(sphericalBessJ(l,QQ*(in_r+tt))))A2)*(in_rA2)*HARAMP
14=1
while (Kim)
//Pstat
val4=SCHULTZKZ*((((SLDcore-SLDaot)*in_rA2*SBRl)4((SLDaot-
SLDoil)*(in_r4tt)A2*SBRTl))/(QQ))A2
return val
end
// function to return I(Q). Changed the name of the input variable Q to avoid conflict with
// Igor's q function. Also used tt instead oft to avoid conflict with Igor's t function.
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Function KZ(w,q_in) : FitFunc
Wave w
Variable q_in
//CurveFitDialog/ These comments were created by the Curve Fitting dialog.
Altering them will
//CurveFitDialog/ make the function less convenient to work with in the Curve
Fitting dialog.
//CurveFitDialog/ Equation:
//CurveFitDialog/ f(q) = val
//CurveFitDialog/ End ofEquation
//CurveFitDialog/ Independent Variables 1
//CurveFitDialog/ q
//CurveFitDialog/ Coefficients 9
//CurveFitDialog/ w[0
//CurveFitDialog/ w[l
//CurveFitDialog/ w[2
//CurveFitDialog/ w[3
//CurveFitDialog/ w[4
//CurveFitDialog/ w[5
//CurveFitDialog/ w[6
//CurveFitDialog/ w[7
//CurveFitDialog/ w[8
= r0
= tt
= c
= zz
= SLDcore
= SLDaot
= SLDoil
= kk
= Bkg
Variable tl=startMSTimer
NewDataFolder/O/S :KZ_Calc
Variable/G rO=w[0], QQ=q_in, tt=w[l], zz=w[3], SLDcore=w[4], SLDaot=w[5],
SLDoil=w[6], c=w[2], kk=w[7], Bkg=w[8]
SetDataFolder ::
Variable liml = max(0, w[0]-(3*w[0]/(w[3]4l)A0.5))
Variable lim2 = w[0]4(3*w[0]/(w[3]4l)A0.5)
Variable integration = integrate lD(KZIntegrand, liml, lim2, 2, 10)
//The integral is from (avg core radius-3 times the distribution width) or zero to (average
core radius 4 3 times the distribution width)
return
w[8]4(w[2]*10A8*integration*4*pi*3/((w[0]A3)*(((w[3]42)*(w[3]43)/(w[3]4l)A2)43*(
w[l]/w[0])A243*((w[3]42)/(w[3]4l))*(w[l]/w[0])4(w[l]/w[0])A3)))
end
Function SmearedKZ(w,x) : FitFunc
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//**** same function name as above, prepended with "Smeared", to match the
Macro
Wave w
Variable x
//**** The coefficient wave js passe(} jnt0 this function and straight through to the
unsmeared model function
// local variables
Variable nord,ii,va,vb,contr,nden,summ,yyy,zi,q
Variable answer,Resoln,i_shad,i_qbar,i_sigq
String weightStr,zStr
weightStr = "gauss20wt"
zStr = "gauss20z"
// ifwt,z waves don't exist, create them (only check for weight, should really check
for both)
// 20 Gauss points (enough for smearing with Gaussian resolution function)
if (WaveExists($weightStr) == 0) // wave reference is not valid,
Make/D/N=20 $weightStr,$zStr
Wave w20 = $weightStr
Wave z20 = $zStr // wave references to pass
Make20GaussPoints(w20,z20)
else
if(exists(weightStr) > 1)
Abort "wave name is already in
use" //executed only if
name is in use elsewhere
endif
Wave w20 = SweightStr
Wave z20 = $zStr // create the wave references
endif
// wave references for resolution waves and experimental q-values
// these globals are created in LoadQSIGData(), when the exp't data file is read in
SVAR sq = gSigQ
SVAR qb = gQ_bar
SVAR sh = gShadow
Wave sigq=$sq
Wave qbar=$qb
Wave shad=$sh
// QSIG q-wave reference is needed for interpolation
SVAR gQ = gQVals
Wave sig_qwave = $gQ
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// current x point is the q-value for evaluation
//
// * for the input x, the resolution function waves are interpolated to get the correct values
for
// sigq, qbar and shad - since the model x-spacing may not be the same as
// the experimental QSIG data. This is always the case when curve fitting, since fit_wave
is
// Igor-defined as 200 points and has its own (linear) q-(x)-scaling which will be quite
different
// from experimental data.
// **note** if the (x) passed in is the experimental q-values, these values are
// returned from the interpolation (as expected)
i_shad = interp(x,sig_qwave,shad)
iqbar = interp(x,sig_qwave,qbar)
i_sigq = interp(x,sig_qwave,sigq)
// set up the integration
// number ofGauss Quadrature points
nord = 20
// end points of integration
// limits are technically 0-inf, but wisely choose interesting region of q where R() is
nonzero
// 4/- 3 sigq catches 99.73% ofdistrubution
// change limits (and spacing of zi) at each evaluation based on R()
//integration from va to vb
va = -3*i_sigq 4 i_qbar
if(va<0)
va=0 //to avoid numerical error when va<0 (-ve q-value)
endif
vb = 3*i_sigq 4 i_qbar
// Using 20 Gauss points
// remember to index from 0,size-l
summ = 0.0 // initialize integral
ii=0 // loop counter
do
andzi)
// calculate Gauss points on integration interval (q-value for evaluation)
zi = ( z20[ii]*(vb-va) 4 vb 4 va )/2.0
// calculate resolution function at input q-value (use the interpolated values
Resoln = i_shad/sqrt(2*pi*i_sigq*i_sigq)
Resoln *= exp((-l*(zi - i_qbar)A2)/(2*i_sigq*i_sigq))
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//calculate partial sum for yourmodel function
yyy = w20[ii] * Resoln * KZ(w,zi)
//****put your function name here
summ 4= yyy //add to the running total of the quadrature
ii4=l
while (ii<nord) // end of loop over quadrature points
// calculate value of integral to return
answer = (vb-va)/2.0*summ
// all scaling, background addition... etc. is done in the model calculation
Return (answer)
End //End of function SmearModelQ
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APPENDIX B
Model code of the diffuse polydisperse spherical core-shell droplet
#pragma rtGlobals=l // Usemodern global access method.
//requires that "SANS_Models" are stored in the User Procedures Folder
//subfolders are permitted
//utility procedures
#include "PlotUtilsMacro"
#include "GaussUtils"
#include "WriteModelData"
//RPA, polyelectrolyte
#include "SmearedRPA"
j//#include "BE"
7/two-phase models
#include "DABmodel"
#include "Teubner"
#include "Lorentz_model"
#include "Peak_Gauss_model"
#include "PeakLorentzmodel"
#include "PowerLaw model"
//form factors
#include "sphere"
#include "CoreShell"
#include "PolyCore"
#include
"PolyCoreShellRatio"
#include
"RectPolySpheres"
#include "PolyHSInt"
#include
"UniformEllipsoid"
#include "OblateForm"
#include
"ProlateForm"
#include
"CylinderForm"
#include
"CoreShellCylinder"
#include
"HollowCylinders"
#include
"StackDiscs"
//structure factors
#include
"HardSphereStruct"
#include "HPMSA"
#include
"SquareWellStruct"
//P*S combinations
#include
"EffectiveDiameter"
#include
"SphereandStruct"
#include
"CoreShell_and_Struct"
#include"PolyRectSphere_and_Struct"
#include
"CylinderandStruct"
#include "OblateCS
andStruct"
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#include "ProlateCS_and_Struct"
#include "PolyCoreandStruct"
#include "PolyCSRatioandStruct"
#include"UnifEllipsoid_and_Struct"
Menu "Macros"
"LoadOneDData"
"WriteModelData"
"SANS Analysis Help"
"."
Submenu "Particle Models"
"PlotSphereForm"
"PlotEllipsoidForm"
"PlotCylinderForm"
"PlotCoreShellSphere"
"PlotProlateCSForm"
"PlotOblateCSForm"
"PlotCoreShellCylinderForm"
"PlofHollowCylinderForm"
"PlotStackDiscs"
"PlotPolyCoreForm"
"PlotPolyCoreShellRatio"
"PlotPolyRectSpheres"
"PlotPolyHardSpheres"
"PlotSmearedSphereForm"
"PlotSmearedEllipsoidForm"
"PlotSmearedCylinderForm"
"PlotSmearedCoreShellSphere"
"PlotSmearedProlateCSForm"
"PlotSmearedOblateCSForm"
"PlotSmearedCSCylinderForm"
"PlotSmearedHollowCylinderForm"
"PlotSmearedPolyCoreForm"
"PlotSmearedPolyCoreShellRatio"
"PlotSmearedPolyRectSpheres"
"PlotSmearedPolyHardSpheres"
"PlotSmearedStackDiscs"
End
Submenu "Structure Factors"
"PlotHardSphereStruct"
"PlotSquareWellStruct"
"PlotHayterPenfoldMSA"
End
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Submenu "P * Hard Sphere Models"
"Sphere * HS",PlotSphere_HS()
"CoreShellSphere * HS", PlotCoreShellHSfj
"Poly Core wShell * HS", PlotPolyCore_HS()
"Poly CoreShell Ratio * HS", PlotPolyCSRatio_HS()
"Rect Distr of Spheres * HS", PlotPolyRectSphere_HS()
"_"
"Uniform Ellipsoid * HS", PlotEllipsoid_HS()
"Oblate CS Ellipsoid * HS", PlotOblate_HS()
"Prolate CS Ellipsoid * HS", PlotProlate_HS()
"Cylinder * HS", PlotCylinder_HS()
End
Submenu "P * Square Well Models"
"Sphere * SW",PlotSphere_SW()
"CoreShellSphere * SW", PlotCoreShell_SW()
"Poly Core wShell * SW", PlotPolyCore_SW()
"Poly CoreShell Ratio * SW", PlotPolyCSRatio_SW()
"Rect Distr of Spheres * SW", PlotPolyRectSphereSWfJ
II II
"Uniform Ellipsoid * SW", PlotEllipsoid_SW()
"Oblate C_S Ellipsoid * SW", PlotOblate_SW()
"Prolate C_S Ellipsoid * SW", PlotProlate_SW()
"Cylinder * SW", PlotCylinder_SW()
End
Submenu "P * Screened Coulomb Models"
"Sphere * SC",PlotSphere_SC()
"CoreShellSphere * SC", PlotCoreShell_SC()
"Poly Core w_Shell * SC", PlotPolyCore_SC()
"Poly CoreShell Ratio * SC", PlofPolyCSRatioSCfJ
"Rect Distr of Spheres * SC", PlotPolyRectSphere_SC()
"_"
"Uniform Ellipsoid * SC", PlotEllipsoid_SC()
"Oblate CS Ellipsoid * SC", PlotOblateSCt)
"Prolate CS Ellipsoid * SC", PlotProlate_SC()
"Cylinder * SC", PlotCylinder_SC()
End
"_"
Submenu "Ten RPA Cases"
"PlotRPAForm"
II il
"PlotSmearedRPAForm"
End
Submenu "Polyelectrolyte
model"
"PlotBE"
"_"
"PlotSmearedBE"
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End
"_"
Submenu "Two-Phase Models"
"PlotDAB"
"Plot_Lorentz"
"PlotPeakGauss"
"PlotPeakLorentz"
"PlotPowerLaw"
"PlotTeubnerStreyModel"
"_"
"PlotSmearedDAB"
"PlotSmearedLorentz"
"PlotSmearedPeakGauss"
"PlotSmearedPeakLorentz"
"PlotSmearedPower_Law"
"PlotSmearedTeubnerStreyModel "
End
"_"
"PlotGdiff
"PlotSmearedGdiff
End
Function SANSAnalysisHelp()
DoAlert 0,"You'll find the SANS Help in the Help Browser, under theWindows
Menu."
//DisplayHelpTopic/K=l "SANS Data Reduction Tutorial"
End
/////////////////
Macro PlotGdiff(num,qmin,qmax)
Variable num=128,qmin=0.001 ,qmax=0.3
Prompt num "Enter number ofdata points formodel: "
Prompt qmin "Enterminimum q-value (AA-1) formodel: "
Prompt qmax "Entermaximum q-value (AA-1) formodel: "
Make/0/D/n=(num)xwave_Gdiff,ywave_Gdiff
xwaveGdiff= alog(log(qmin) 4 x*((log(qmax)-log(qmin))/num))
Make/O/D coef_Gdiff= {37.2619,8.0188,0.06,7.0891 l,6.36e-6,0.00413598}
make/o/t parameters_Gdiff= {"rO","tt","c","ss","SLDdiff ,"Bkg"}
Edit parameters_Gdiff,coef_Gdiff
ywaveGdiff := Gdiff(coef_Gdiff,xwave_Gdiff)
Display ywave_Gdiffvs xwave_Gdiff
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ModifyGraph log=l ,marker=29,msize=2,mode=4
Label bottom "q (AWS-1WM)"
Label left "Intensity (cm\\S-l\\M)"
End
iiiiiiiiiHiiimiHiiHiiHimiimiiiiiiiiHiiiiiuiiii
Macro PlotSmearedGdiff()
//no input parameters necessary, it MUST use the experimental q-values
// from the experimental data read in from an AVE/QSIG data file
// ifno gQvals wave, datamust not have been loaded => abort
// if(ResolutionWavesMissing())
// Abort
endif
// Setup parameter table formodel function
Make/O/D smear_coef_Gdiff= {37.2619,8.0188,0.06,7.0891 l,6.36e-
6,0.00413598}
make/o/t smear_parameters_Gdiff=
{"rO","tt","c","ss","SLDdiff"
,"Bkg"}
Edit smear_parameters_Gdiff,smear_coef_Gdiff
// output smeared intensity wave, dimensions are identical to experimental QSIG
values
// make extra copy of experimental q-values for easy plotting
Duplicate/O SgQvals smeared_Gdiff,smeared_qvals
SetScale d,0,0," l/cm",smeared_Gdiff
smearedGdiff := SmearedGdiff(smear_coef_Gdiff,$gQvals)
Display smearedGdiffvs SgQvals
ModifyGraph log=l ,marker=29,msize=2,mode=4
Label bottom "q
(AWS-1WM)"
Label left "Intensity
(cm\\S-l\\M)"
End
//////////////////////////
// The integrand.
// Note the use of a data folder to hold the constants needed for the integration.
Function Gdiff(w,QQ) : FitFunc
Wave w
Variable QQ
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//CurveFitDialog/ These comments were created by the Curve Fitting dialog
Altering them will
//CurveFitDialog/ make the function less convenient to work with in the Curve
Fitting dialog.
//CurveFitDialog/ Equation:
//CurveFitDialog/ Variable val, EXPTERM,YYl,YY2,YY3,YY4,pp
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/ EXPTERM=exp(-2*ssA2*QQA2)
//CurveFitDialog/ pp=(tt/(2*pi)A0.5)
//CurveFitDialog/ YYl=0.5*QQA2*ppA4*(l4cos(2*QQ*rO)*EXPTERM)
//CurveFitDialog/
YY2=QQ*ppA2*(r0*sin(2*QQ*r0)42*QQ*ssA2*cos(2*QQ*r0))*EXPTERM
//CurveFitDialog/ YY3=0.5*rOA2*(l-cos(2*QQ*rO)*EXPTERM)
//CurveFitDialog/
YY4=0.5*ssA2*(l44*QQ*rO*sin(2*QQ*rO)*EXPTERM4cos(2*QQ*rO)*(4*ssA2*QQA2
-1)*EXPTERM)
//CurveFitDialog/ val=l 6*piA2*(SLDdiffA2)*(tt/QQ)A2*exp(-
(QQ*PP)A2)*(YY14YY24YY34YY4)
//CurveFitDialog/ f(QQ) = (c*val)4Bkg
//CurveFitDialog/ End ofEquation
//CurveFitDialog/ Independent Variables 1
//CurveFitDialog/ QQ
//CurveFitDialog/ Coefficients 6
//CurveFitDialog/ w[0] = rO
//CurveFitDialog/ w[l] = tt
//CurveFitDialog/ w[2] = c
//CurveFitDialog/ w[3] = ss
//CurveFitDialog/ w[4] = SLDdiff
//CurveFitDialog/ w[5] = Bkg
Variable val, EXPTERM,YYl,YY2,YY3,YY4,pp
EXPTERM=exp(-2*w[3]A2*QQA2)
pp=(w[l]/(2*pi)A0.5)
YYl=0.5*QQA2*ppA4*(l4cos(2*QQ*w[0])*EXPTERM)
YY2=QQ*ppA2*(w[0]*sin(2*QQ*w[0])42*QQ*w[3]A2*cos(2*QQ*w[0]))*EXP
TERM
YY3=0.5*w[0]A2*(l-cos(2*QQ*w[0])*EXPTERM)
YY4=0.5*w[3]A2*(l44*QQ*w[0]*sin(2*QQ*w[0])*EXPTERM4cos(2*QQ*w[0
])*(4*w[3]A2*QQA2-l)*EXPTERM)
val=16*piA2*(w[4]A2)*(w[l]/QQ)A2*exp(-(QQ*pp)A2)*(YYl4YY24YY34YY4)
return (w[2]*val)4w[5]
End
Function SmearedGdiff(w,x) : FitFunc
//**** same function name as above, prepended with "Smeared", to match the
Macro
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Wave w
Variable x
//**** The coefficient wave is passed into this function and straight through to the
unsmeared model function
// local variables
Variable nord,ii,va,vb,contr,nden,summ,yyy,zi,q
Variable answer,Resoln,i_shad,i_qbar,i_sigq
String weightStr,zStr
weightStr =
"gauss20wt"
zStr =
"gauss20z"
// ifwt,z waves don't exist, create them (only check for weight, should really check
for both)
// 20 Gauss points (enough for smearing with Gaussian resolution function)
if (WaveExists($weightStr) == 0) // wave reference is not valid,
Make/D/N=20 $weightStr,$zStr
Wave w20 = $weightStr
Wave z20 = $zStr // wave references to pass
Make20GaussPoints(w20,z20)
else
if(exists(weightStr) > 1)
Abort "wave name is already in
use" //executed only if
name is in use elsewhere
endif
Wave w20 = $weightStr
Wave z20 = $zStr // create the wave references
endif
// wave references for resolution waves and experimental q-values
// these globals are created in LoadQSIGData(), when the exp't data file is read in
SVAR sq = gSigQ
SVAR qb = gQ_bar
SVAR sh = gShadow
Wave sigq=$sq
Wave qbar=$qb
Wave shad=$sh
// QSIG q-wave reference is needed for interpolation
SVAR gQ = gQVals
Wave sigqwave = $gQ
// current x point is the q-value for evaluation
//
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// * for the input x, the resolution function waves are interpolated to get the correct values
for
// sigq, qbar and shad - since themodel x-spacingmay not be the same as
// the experimental QSIG data. This is always the case when curve fitting, since fit_wave
is
// Igor-defined as 200 points and has its own (linear) q-(x)-scaling which will be quite
different
// from experimental data.
// **note** if the (x) passed in is the experimental q-values, these values are
// returned from the interpolation (as expected)
ishad = interp(x,sig_qwave,shad)
i_qbar = interp(x,sig_qwave,qbar)
i_sigq = interp(x,sig_qwave,sigq)
// set up the integration
// number ofGauss Quadrature points
nord = 20
// end points of integration
// limits are technically 0-inf, but wisely choose interesting region ofq where R() is
nonzero
// 4/- 3 sigq catches 99.73% of distrubution
// change limits (and spacing of zi) at each evaluation based on R()
//integration from va to vb
va = -3*i_sigq 4 i_qbar
if (va<0)
va=0 //to avoid numerical error when va<0 (-ve q-value)
endif
vb = 3*i_sigq 4 i_qbar
// Using 20 Gauss points
// remember to index from 0,size-l
summ = 0.0 // initialize integral
ii=0 // loop counter
do
and zi)
// calculate Gauss points on integration interval (q-value for evaluation)
zi = ( z20[ii]*(vb-va) 4 vb 4 va )/2.0
// calculate resolution function at input q-value (use the interpolated values
Resoln = i_shad/sqrt(2*pi*i_sigq*i_sigq)
Resoln *= exp((-l*(zi - i_qbar)A2)/(2*i_sigq*i_sigq))
//calculate partial sum for yourmodel function
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// yyy = w20[ii] * Resoln * KZ(w,zi)
//****put your function name here
yyy = w20[ii] * Resoln * Gdiff(w,zi)
//****put your function name here
summ 4= yyy //add to the running total of the quadrature
ii+=l
while (ii<nord) // end of loop over quadrature points
// calculate value of integral to return
answer = (vb-va)/2.0*summ
// all scaling, background addition... etc. is done in the model calculation
Return (answer)
End //End of function SmearModel()
Function Gdiffbeta(w,QQ) : FitFunc
Wave w
Variable QQ
//CurveFitDialog/ These comments were created by the Curve Fitting dialog.
Altering them will
//CurveFitDialog/ make the function less convenient to work with in the Curve
Fitting dialog.
//CurveFitDialog/ Equation:
//CurveFitDialog/ Variable val, EXPTERM,YYl,YY2,YY3,YY4,pp
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/ EXPTERM=exp(-2*ssA2*QQA2)
//CurveFitDialog/ pp=(tt/(2*pi)A0.5)
//CurveFitDialog/ YYl=0.5*QQA2*ppA4*(l4cos(2*QQ*rO)*EXPTERM)
//CurveFitDialog/
YY2=QQ*ppA2*(r0*sin(2*QQ*r0)42*QQ*ssA2*cos(2*QQ*r0))*EXPTERM
//CurveFitDialog/ YY3=0.5*rOA2*(l-cos(2*QQ*0)*EXPTERM)
//CurveFitDialog/
YY4=0.5*ssA2*(l44*QQ*r0*sin(2*QQ*r0)*EXPTERM4cos(2*QQ*r0)*(4*ssA2*QQA2
-1)*EXPTERM)
//CurveFitDialog/ val=l 6*piA2*(SLDdiffA2)*(tt/QQ)A2*exp(-
(QQ*pp)A2)*(YYl4YY24YY34YY4)
//CurveFitDialog/ f(QQ) = (c*val)4Bkg
//CurveFitDialog/ End ofEquation
//CurveFitDialog/ Independent Variables 1
//CurveFitDialog/ QQ
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//CurveFitDialog/ Coefficients 6
//CurveFitDialog/ w[0] = rO
//CurveFitDialog/ w[l] = tt
//CurveFitDialog/ w[2] = c
//CurveFitDialog/ w[3] = ss
//CurveFitDialog/ w[4] = SLDdiff
//CurveFitDialog/ w[5] = Bkg
Variable val, EXPTERM,YYl,YY2,YY3,YY4,pp
EXPTERM=exp(-2*w[3]A2*QQA2)
pp=(w[l]/(2*pi)A0.5)
YYl=0.5*QQA2*ppA4*(l4cos(2*QQ*w[0])*EXPTERM)
YY2=QQ*ppA2*(w[0]*sin(2*QQ*w[0])42*QQ*w[3]A2*cos(2*QQ*w[0]))*EXP
TERM
YY3=0.5*w[0]A2*(l-cos(2*QQ*0)*EXPTERM)
YY4=0.5*w[3]A2*(l44*QQ*w[0]*sin(2*QQ*w[0])*EXPTERM4cos(2*QQ*w[0
])*(4*w[3]A2*QQA2-l)*EXPTERM)
val=16*piA2*(w[4]A2)*(w[l]/QQ)A2*exp(-(QQ*pp)A2)*(YYl4YY24YY34YY4)
return (w[2]*val)4w[5]
End
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APPENDIX C
Neutron Spin-Echo Spectroscopy Results
This Appendix presents preliminary results of the dynamics from the four-
component microemulsion system. Using neutron spin-echo (NSE) on microemulsions
containing t-butanol as the co-surfactant, at the same alcohol concentrations as the ones
investigated with SANS, it is possible to compare parameter extracted from the two
techniques. One of the major differences encountered when modeling data from the two
methods is the fact that the model used in NSE assumes a very
"thin"
shell, whereas the
SANS model makes no such assumption. When comparing radii from the two types of
experiments, we added half the shell thickness to the mean core radius from SANS.
As shown in Fig A.l, there is impressive agreement between the SANS and NSE
determinations of the various droplet size with a. Figure A.2, compares the bending
moduli from the two instruments; The values only converge when the ctr-value is high
enough to decrease the rigidity of the shell. The fluctuation amplitudes from the two
experiments were compared in Fig. A.3. In this case, the values do not agree, however,
the data share a similar trend.
In our SANS analysis, we introduced the concept of spreading factor, S, related to
the effect of the co-surfactant to the surfactant head-group area. Figure A.4 tries to
extract this parameter using both techniques the NSE and SANS techniques. Due to the
fact that neutron spin-echo experiments do not require the polydispersity as a fitting
parameter, we decided not to include polydispersity to extract S in each case here. Once
again in this graphs, the SANS radius is the same one from Fig. A.l, (but including half
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the shell thickness). One can see the similarities in the two data sets, and hence the
consistent value of S obtained from the two sets.
A NSE SANS
4
a
Figure A.l: Average radius vs. or from NSE and SANS. (The average radius used for SANS in this graph
is the mean core radius plus half the shell thickness, R{ + S/2 )
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Figure A.2: Bending modulus KFkBT vs. a from NSE and SANS. The no-alcohol case from SANS is not
presented because no fluctuations were assumed for that sample.
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Figure A.3: Root-mean-square of the fluctuation amplitude J\U2 ) vs. a from NSE and SANS. The no-
alcohol case from SANS is not presented because no fluctuations were assumed for that sample.
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Figure A.4: Inverse average radius vs. or from NSE and SANS. (The average radius used for SANS in this
graph is the mean core radius plus half the shell thickness, R{ + 8/2 )
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The final two graphs correspond to parameters exclusively associated with the
NSE experiments. The translational diffusion coefficient, Dtrans, presented in Fig. A.5, is
related to the translational motion of the droplets through the solvent (this value can be
compared with the translational diffusion coefficient from independent dynamic light
scattering experiments). Figure A.6 graphs the damping frequency of the shape
fluctuations, which is seen to increase with alcohol content.
All in all, these preliminary dynamic results provide for further independent
analysis of our system.
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Figure A.5: Translational diffusion coefficient of the droplets vs. a from NSE.
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Figure A.6: Damping frequency of the fluctuation X2 vs. or from NSE.
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